
What Bat Should A Baseball 
Player Use?



Question

Does the material of a baseball bat affect the accuracy of the hit?

https://pixabay.com/vectors/baseball-bats-crossed-wood-play-157747/


Introduction 

The purpose of the experiment is to see which material of a baseball bat is the 
most accurate when it comes to directional hitting.

This will be tested by gathering multiple people of the same age group. Then 
giving them different material bats on the same days. Each participant will aim for 
a target to hit, and their actual hit will be evaluated for precision and accuracy. 
Then the material bat with the most accurate average will be indicated. 



Variables 
Independent Variable: Aluminum bat with carbon fiber composites, Wooden Bats - Ash 
Louisville Slugger and Maple Marucci

Dependent Variable: Accuracy of the hit - measured by the distance from the target

Control Variables: pitching speed, batter’s experience, time of day 



Background Research 
The composition of an aluminum bat is carbon fiber composites. A wooden bat is 

typically made of ash and maple. Maple is a very hard and dense wood. Ash is 20% less 
harder than maple. The harder the surface of the bat, the faster a ball will rebound off 
the bat. Because of this, a harder bat will result in a more powerful hit. However, greater 
density also results in a greater weight if the each bat has the same surface area and 
volume. An increase in weight will make the bat harder to swing which can decrease the 
accuracy of a batter’s hit. Maple wood has a much higher density than ash, and the 
same information is reflected in the construction of each coinciding bat. Therefore, a 
maple bat will have greater strength than an ash bat, but an ash bat will be lighter and 
easier to swing. The balance of a bat is also important when it comes to a batter’s 
accuracy, since the momentum of a batter’s swing is less controlled when a bat is 
heavier at the striking end. The construction of a wooden bat allows for greater balance 
overall.  



Hypothesis 
If an aluminum and wooden bat are used to hit a specific target, then the wooden 
bat will have the greatest accuracy because a well made wooden bat is better 
balanced than a aluminum bat which will give the batter a more controlled swing.



Materials 
1. Human Participants                   5. DeMarini aluminum bat

2. Ash wooden bat                          6. Batting cage

3. Maple wooden bat                       7. Target

4. Marucci cat 9 aluminum bat      8. Money to buy the batting cage



Procedure 
1. Gather 2-6 people.
2. Explain to the people a summary of the project.
3. They all have to be in the same age group.
4. Get a batting cage.
5. But the bats in order.
6. Give them a target. 
7. Everyone uses aluminum fist.
8. Make sure it the same time of day and day also same velocity and high or low.
9. Then move on to next aluminum bat then count strikes.

10. Then when we've gone through each bat then add.
11. Then averages to see what bat was the most accurate.



Data 
The batting averages were calculated using the following formula:

Pop up hits were 2 points 

Ground ball hits were 1 point 

Target line drive hits were 3 point

All points were added together then divided by the number of strikes

Pop Ups (2n) + Ground Ball (1n) + Line Drives (3n)

___________________________________________________________

Strikes





Observations 
The two batters were batting opposite because batter 1 was right handed, and batter 2 was left 
handed. 

We would both have to be moving the L screen, because of the arm that we throw with. 

Each batter was better with there own personal aluminum bat. 

Ash bats are intended for practice and practice swings before games.

The aluminum easton and wood ash were both a lot heavier to swing, and harder to put power in 
your swing.

I noticed that when we were using our own bats we were more accurate.



Conclusion
In conclusion the wooden bats both maple and ash are more accurate, but maple was the most 

accurate and easiest to swing. The main reason that maple bats are heavier are because of there 
grain structure. Maple was the easiest to swing for both batters, but both wood were harder to hit 
for power than the aluminum bat. This is mostly why big league players are only allowed to use wood 
bats so they wont get a significant boost in power.

If I were to conduct this experiment again,  I would get people with a variety of different 
experience levels.  I would also increase the number of test subjects since a larger sample size would 
result in more accurate data. 
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